Accepting Apps for MS Environmental Biology in Denver CO

We still have a few slots open for fall admission to the MS Environmental Biology program at Regis University in Denver, CO. The M.S. in Environmental Biology is a degree program that emphasizes skills crucial for success in the environmental and ecological workforce. The final deadline for applications is July 31 for fall term starting in late August.

TOP FEATURES of our PROGRAM
- Focus on RELEVANT SKILLS demanded by environmental employers: statistical computing (R), GIS, NEPA, grant writing & field work in the Rocky Mountains & elsewhere
- EARN A MASTER’S DEGREE in an intensive one-year program or up to 2 years as it fits with each student’s schedule/goals.
- HANDS-ON internship at local agencies or research experience with faculty members
- SMALL CLASS SIZES that allow students to build close relationships with faculty and other students
- KNOWLEDGABLE FACULTY focused on individual student goals and success

Go to: REGIS.EDU/ENVIRONMENT for more information on admission